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Top boarding schools India arranged classes and sessions well-equipped with smart and hi-tech
amenities. Smart facilities of hi-tech laboratories and E-library empower a progressive step in the
performance of these schools. Hi tech facilities in International Boarding School India are mark as
exceptional methodologies of teaching to pupils.

Being a part of this innovative endeavor, Gyan Ganga International School, MP, CBSE Schools MP
arrange E-libraries supplied with well stocked books, journals, national and international magazines
embracing every aspects of academic studies and research information. This top boarding schools
India have air-conditioned classrooms that make available the most favorable ambiance for
energetic and focused teaching. The hi-tech laboratories are consider as teaching ground which
enable students to carry out trial and bring to practice whatever they have learnt in their theory
classes. This best residential school India possesses well-furnish research laboratory for the
different subjects. Curriculums of the academic classes are practically oriented and interactive.

Computer Laboratory: GGIS set up 40 computers in their computer laboratory well equipped on LAN
connection for the students of senior and junior classes.

Science Laboratory: The CBSE Schools MP is having separate Physics, Chemistry and Biology lab
provided with all advanced amenities and equipments. Teachers impart and embolden scientific skill
into the students through these labs. School plan and organize many science related extra-
curricular activities such as exhibitions, presentations, seminars, etc. which provide students with
additional opportunities of getting their scientific concepts clear.

Mathematics Laboratory: To execute practical work in mathematics well-furnished Mathematics
laboratory is arrange under the command and regulation of all mathematics teachers. All these
laboratories work, research and reports have separate weightage in the annual promotion of
individual student.

Social Science Laboratory: Social Science laboratory at this best residential school India is well-
found with lots of static and dynamic models, maps, charts and other teaching aids which are
actually useful to explain the knotty subject matter to the students.

E-Library: This top boarding schools India facilitates a well-stocked E-Library to the students. Library
is supplied with the advanced facilities of computer, Internet and online reading facility is also
available. Library is fully provided with a range of literature, reading materials, subject books, story
books, journals, pictorials, encyclopedias and other books. To update the students with the modern
drift of technology, a comprehensive range of CDs and software are also available. Library
collections stand out around 15000 books and is also subscribes to many journals and periodicals.

To explore interest and creativity among students, regular art and craft workshop are organized.
Prominent and skilled artist tutored the students in painting, drawing, sketching, sculpture and other
different types of art related to craft work for such art and craft workshop. All such hi-tech amenities
contribute to all round development of students.
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Gyan Ganga - About Author:
a Gyan Ganga International School, best residential school India arranges smart classes which
allow comprehensive solutions to teachers and students. Smart classes contribute a top boarding
schools India in improving academic performance of their students.
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